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Digitization: a way to do reproduce what a detector does… by software 

It is the last step of the simulation and/or the first step of the reconstruction

A detector interacting with particles generates, with its electronics, a digital information elaborated 
by a software. The same process can be reproduced by a more or less accurate simulation.

Implementation of this simulation can range from very simple and fast approaches to very detailed 
techniques:

i.e. simulation of the electron drift in a gaseous detector can evaluate it considering a 
constant drift velocity or a function of gas mixture, electromagnetic field, etc … 

i.e. simulation of a silicon tracker with a smearing of the deposited energy, time and 
position

Interplay between software development and detector expertise is mandatory!

Digitization in a nutshell

Digi: 645
Det ID: 295
Energy: 452 ADC
Time: 123 ns
Nclus: 34
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Digitization aims and applications

The are two main applications of a detailed simulation:

- Simulation for detector R&D
- detector optimization ->  i.e. drift field,
- detector layout -> i.e. segmentation pitch
- new reconstruction techniques -> i.e. cluster counting
- electronics development -> i.e. integration time optimization

- Simulation of the detector in an experiment
- generate a suitable output for each detector
- performance reconstruction -> i.e. m.i.p. or soft pion
- define the data model and the needs of each detector 
- development of the reconstruction algorithm in the software framework
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Tools overview in the SW framework
Geant4:

Geant4 is a toolkit for the simulation of the passage of particles through 
matter.

Garfield++:
 a toolkit for a detailed simulation of particle detectors that use gas and 
semiconductors as sensitive medium.

Neural Network:
connects a given input to the output of interest

Delphes: 
provides the response of an experiment in a parametrized way and 
computes full covariance matrix with a smearing of the reconstructed 
parameters

KEY4hep:
software framework with a set of common software packages for different 
detector concepts

DD4hep: 
provides a consistent detector description to simulation, reconstruction and 
analysis   applications from a single source

EDM4hep: 
the event data model of Key4hep
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https://indico.desy.de/event/33640/contributions/128007/attachments/77587/100359/delphes_ecfa2022.pdf
https://key4hep.github.io/key4hep-doc/
https://edm4hep.web.cern.ch/
https://github.com/HSF/EDM4HEP
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There are two hit types to be digitised:

- TrackerHit
- CalorimeterHit (not covered in this talk)

Input/Output are needed to:

- define the data model
- develop the reconstruction algorithms
- complete the skeleton of the code

Once completed with an agile approach there is room to 
implement all the detail needed. Be aware of the simulation 
time and remember: optimise!

Digitization in the SW framework

https://github.com/key4hep/EDM4hep/blob/master/edm4hep.yaml
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Electronic 
simulation

General steps in tracker digitization 

Ionization

Electron 
diffusion

Detector 
gain

Signal
induction

Hit

Particle

Here is shown a list of processes needed to detect a particle and to generate a 
hit. Some of the processes are not mandatory, some other ones are not listed
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Geant4 is a pillar for HEP simulations, thanks to several years of feedback 
between developers and users: it reproduces the evolution of the particle’s 
tracks and its daughters; the energy loss and its location among the path; 
multiple scattering and many other features.

Most of the energy loss generates primary electrons by means of ionization processes, then Geant4 is extraordinary 
importance to simulate the signal that a detector has to reconstruct. This is the main driver for the simulation in FCC 
software framework.

Another software is suited for the this simulation: TrackerHeed (from Garfield++) where an extensive implementation 
of many medium parameters (i.e. energy levels, excitation modes and others) have been calibrated with experimental 
data with unprecedented precision. 

A discrepancy between Geant4 and Garfield++ has been observed and this could impact the detector optimization 
(i.e. cluster counting technique) and several solutions are under study to improve the precision of the codes and 
optimize the time consumption:

1. merge the two codes to improve the ionization precision; this would be time consuming in the simulation

2. the development of a code to parametrize the energy loss and the ionization (number of clusters); 
this would be man-power consuming in the development (NN are under investigation to perform this task)
i.e. reproduce the poissonian process with a sampling of the relative position of the primary cluster from 
exponential distribution. Secondary electrons can be taken from tables.

Ionization

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0168900219306072
https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2105.07064
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Electron diffusion

Electron diffusion simulation  takes care of the primary electrons 
spatial (and temporal) shift during their drift to the collection point. 

In a silicon detector with few hundreds microns of thickness, 
diffusion is almost negligible but in a MPGD with 5mm gap this 
effect smears the electron position of hundreds of microns and the 
time by several ns.

Garfield++ simulated the electron diffusion both in semiconductors 
and gas mixtures but full simulation of this effect could be very time 
consuming.

A parametrization of the electron diffusion can be generated with a 
full simulation. 

To speed it up the diffusion can be set to zero 
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Detector gain
The simulation of a detector amplification needs 
complex simulations starting from Ansys for the 3D 
electric field description together with Garfield++ 
(i.e. gaseous detectors)

This simulation can be very time consuming (104 s) 
if the number of electron reaches high gain 
performance (104-105) but simpler approaches can 
be used:

- sampling from a Polya
- sampling from a full simulation detector gain 

spectrum

To speed it up the detector gain can be set to a 
fixed value 
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The electrons motion induces a continuous time-dependent current until 
the electrons arrive to the anode

The instantaneous current induced is given by the Shockley-Ramo 
theorem. 

If the readout is sufficiently large, all the charge e is induced otherwise 
only a fraction of it. 

This topic is under study in environments where the radiation rate is so 
high to generate significant distortion of the electric field in the induction 
region.

To speed it up the energy/charge measured on the readout corresponds 
to entire energy loss in the detector and the signal is induced to the 
closest pixel/pad/wire/strip.

Signal induction
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Electronics simulation

It is important to know how the electronics measures the induced signal.

Electronics may significantly affect the detector output

A proper simulation of the electronics can be performed with a convolution 
between the induced signal and the transfer function:

- a preamplifier–shaper stage (CR–RC) with a given peaking time
- transfer function from the simulated circuit (i.e. Spice)

Electronic noise is superimposed to the signal and it can be sampled from 
real data.

The electronics plays a central role on the energy and time measurement. It 
is also important to apply a threshold cut on the energy collected from each 
readout channel or simulated hit.

To speed it up the deposited energy is converted to the readout-energy 
and there the threshold is applied.
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Full digitization examples

Optimize the 
cluster counting

Optimize the 
segmentation

Drift chamber

Pre-shower &
Muon system
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Digitization optimization

To be or not to be, speed or accuracy?

It depends on the experiment’s needs; the balance 
between the two should be taken into account during 
the detector design.

Optimization is applied to a full simulation where the 
time-consuming simulation steps are removed or 
parametrized (i.e. calorimeter shower or signal 
formation in silicon tracker).

Shortcuts are selected by the detector experts. Interplay 
between hardware and software is mandatory.

A things to consider is the person-power cost!

Speed

Accuracy
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The full IDEA detector is implemented in a stand-alone Geant4 
framework at it is fully interfaced to Key4hep.

Now the community is porting the code to DD4hep: 
vertex, drift chamber and dual readout calorimeter have been already developed. 

The speeded-up steps for the trackers are the follow:

1. Geant4 + DD4hep simulated the energy loss in the sensitive volume of each detector

IDEA digitization summary 
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The full IDEA detector is implemented in a stand-alone Geant4 
framework at it is fully interfaced to Key4hep.

Now the community is porting the code to DD4hep: 
vertex, drift chamber and dual readout calorimeter have been already developed. 

The speeded-up steps for the trackers are the follow:

1. Geant4 + DD4hep simulated the energy loss in the sensitive volume of each detector
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3. all the deposited energy is converted to measured energy

IDEA digitization summary 

Digi:    645
Det ID:  295
Energy: 452 ADC
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4. no signal diffusion, no detector amplification, no electronics (they are too time demanding!)

IDEA digitization summary 
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The full IDEA detector is implemented in a stand-alone Geant4 
framework at it is fully interfaced to Key4hep.

Now the community is porting the code to DD4hep: 
vertex, drift chamber and dual readout calorimeter have been already developed. 

The speeded-up steps for the trackers are the follow:

1. Geant4 + DD4hep simulated the energy loss in the sensitive volume of each detector
2. the closest pixel, wire, pad or strip to the track reads out the measured energy
3. all the deposited energy is converted to measured energy
4. no signal diffusion, no detector amplification, no electronics (they are too time demanding!)
5. threshold is applied to the measured energy
6. charge and time are associated to the TrackerHit
7. position measurement differs detector by detector

a. silicon detectors and MPGD detectors have a digital readout (approx) and they return their own position
b. drift chamber measures the impact parameters with a fix smearing on the reconstructed position

IDEA digitization summary 
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First of all, complete the DD4hep IDEA description to allow the FCC-ee 
community to do performance studies of the IDEA detector concept

IDEA digitization future plan
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First of all, complete the DD4hep IDEA description to allow the FCC-ee 
community to do performance studies of the IDEA detector concept

Extend the readout signal formation from single pixel/strip/pad to multiple, as a 
function of the impinging angle. This will generate a more accurate digitization and 
will allow to develop clustering algorithms

IDEA digitization future plan
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First of all, complete the DD4hep IDEA description to allow the FCC-ee 
community to do performance studies of the IDEA detector concept

Extend the readout signal formation from single pixel/strip/pad to multiple, as a 
function of the impinging angle. This will generate a more accurate digitization and 
will allow to develop clustering algorithms

Update the TrackerHit data model to allow the cluster counting technique: 
“Ncluster” variable to be implemented

IDEA digitization future plan

Digi: 645
Det ID: 295
Energy: 452 ADC
Time: 123 ns

Digi: 645
Det ID: 295
Energy: 452 ADC
Time: 123 ns
Nclus: 34

PID
algorithm
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First of all, complete the DD4hep IDEA description to allow the FCC-ee 
community to do performance studies of the IDEA detector concept

Extend the readout signal formation from single pixel/strip/pad to multiple, as a 
function of the impinging angle. This will generate a more accurate digitization and 
will allow to develop clustering algorithms

Update the TrackerHit data model to allow the cluster counting technique: 
“Ncluster” variable to be implemented

Neural Network are considered to parametrize and simplify the digitization
i.e. path length in the sensitive volume and the number of cluster

IDEA digitization future plan
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